
Manufacturer and Exporter of

Textile Products & Solutions.

RANJINI TEXTILES

Address: Ranjini Textiles, Neerkadavu, Azhikode South,
Kannur 670009, Kerala, India
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Ranjini Textiles stands proudly as one of India's

distinguished textile manufacturing and export

companies, known for its commitment to excellence.

Renowned as an innovative, professional, and

dependable supplier, we serve global retailers with a

comprehensive array of home textile solutions. Our

pride lies in the seamless integration of creativity,

professionalism, and reliability, making us a trusted

name in the industry. 

About us
With our roots deeply embedded in the textile

industry, Ranjini Textiles boasts state-of-the-art

manufacturing facilities encompassing dyeing,

weaving, stitching, and processing, all the way to

delivering finished goods. This integrated

approach allows us to maintain meticulous

control over the entire production process,

ensuring the highest quality at every stage.





Ranjini Textiles, a legacy born in 1978 under the

visionary leadership of C.Govindan, stands as a

testament to decades of commitment, innovation, and

unwavering dedication to the textile industry. From its

humble beginnings, the company has evolved into a

powerhouse of creativity and precision.

Founded with a vision to redefine the textile landscape,

C.Govindan laid the foundation for what would become

a pioneering force in the industry. His foresight and

commitment to quality became the guiding principles

that laid the groundwork for Ranjini Textiles.

History
Passing down the baton of excellence, Ranjini

Textiles is currently in the capable hands of the

third generation. The legacy initiated by

C.Govindan continues to thrive under the

leadership of successive generations, each

contributing to the company's growth and

success.

Throughout its journey, Ranjini Textiles has

witnessed the evolution of textile manufacturing

and export. The company has maintained a

commitment to innovation, keeping pace with

industry trends and technological advancements.

This dedication to staying at the forefront of

progress enables Ranjini Textiles to consistently

produce products that embody the pinnacle of

craftsmanship.



At Ranjini Textiles, our design team remains actively involved in ongoing
research, delving into trends, colors, methods, and processes. Annually, the
team explores prominent trade shows across India and worldwide, while
also visiting stores in major cities. This comprehensive approach,
complemented by desk research, culminates in the development of well-
informed, inspired, and captivating collections for each season.
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Research &
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Ranjini Textiles conducts ongoing sampling, tirelessly experimenting with
novel weaves, and introducing innovative constructions and finishes
throughout the year. Our dedicated team relentlessly tests and refines,
pushing the boundaries of textile possibilities. This commitment to
excellence results in cutting-edge techniques that consistently embody
quality and distinction. From intricate weaves to refined finishes, each
element is meticulously crafted, redefining the standards of textile
excellence in every season.
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Ranjini Textiles excels in delivering original designs and robust CAD support,
with our expansive design database now exceeding thousands. This
substantial collection serves as a strong foundation for our diverse range of
offerings, ensuring innovation and quality in every piece. From unique
designs to advanced CAD assistance, we pride ourselves on providing a
comprehensive and reliable platform for textile excellence.
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Items Generally Produced Sizes

Cushion Covers 50 X 50 cm , 45 X 35 cm , 45 X 55 cm , 55 X 55 cm , 35 X 60 cm , 35 X 90 cm

Filled Cushions 50 X 50 cm , 45 X 45 cm

Floor Cushions 50 X 50 cm

Seat Pads 40 X 40 cm

Transforming cotton fabrics through weaving, printing, and embroidery, we specialize in specially processed
and coated materials crafted into bespoke made-ups tailored to your preferred sizes. Additionally, we offer an
array of embroidery techniques, along with diverse filling and styling options for cushions, allowing
customization of material and quantity to match your specific requirements.

Cushions

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement





Items Generally Produced Sizes

Table Cloth 55" X 90" , 63" X 102" , 70" X 70"

Napkins 18" X 18" , 20" X 20" 

Placemats  13" X 19" , 14" x 19"

Runners   13" X 72" , 14" x 79"

Claw Mitts, Kids Apron, Bib, Treek Skirt, Coasters

Crafted from woven, printed, and embroidered cotton, our specially processed and coated fabrics are
transformed into bespoke made-ups tailored to your preferred sizes. We also provide options in mixed fabrics,
including linen, and silk as needed. Complementing accessories like napkin rings are available to enhance your
experience.

Table Linen

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement





Items Generally Produced Sizes

Aprons 26" X 36" , 30" X 37"

Oven Mitts  7" X 12" , 7" X 15" 

Pot Holder 8" X 8" , 9" x 9"

Double Oven Gloves 7.5" X 35"

Kitchen Towels 20" X 28" , 20" X 30" , 16" X 24" , 18" X 26"

Cotton woven, printed, embroidered and specially processed and coated fabrics, transformed into
customized made-ups tailored to your preferred sizes. Our offerings extend to mixed fabrics and linen as
needed, as well as terry qualities. Explore a range of kitchen essentials, including towels, dish towels, aprons,
oven mitts, pot holders, and double oven gloves, all crafted to meet your specific requirements.

Kitchen Linen

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement



Items Generally Produced Sizes

Beach Wrap 90X 180 cm

Beach Blanket 150 X 150 cm

Beach Mattress 60 X 180 cm

Bags 33 X 38 X 13 cm, 48 X 40 X 15 cm, 68 X 40 X 15 cm

Picnic Mat 198 X 130 cm

Cotton woven, printed, embroidered and specially processed and coated fabrics, transformed into bespoke
made-ups tailored to your preferred sizes. We can also manufacture fabrics with special features such as
acrylic coating, PVC coating, anti-bacterial finish, anti-skid, and flame retardant properties to meet specific
requirements. Additionally, we offer a diverse range of bags and pouches in various sizes and styles, featuring
different types of linings and trims to suit your preferences.

Outdoor Linen

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement





Items Generally Produced Sizes

Bed Spreads 180 X 260 cm , 240 X 260 cm

Bedding Quilts 220 X 260 cm , 300 X 260 cm

Coverlets 275 X 245 cm

Duvet Covers 180 X 220 cm, 210 X 245 cm

Fitted Sheets 150 X 200 X 28 cm

Bed Skirts 182 X 215 X 41 cm

Throws 150 X 200 cm , 270 X 270 cm

Cotton woven, printed,embroidered, specially processed and coated fabrics, converted into made ups that
are tailored bespoke to your preferred sizes.

Bed Linen

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement





Items Generally Produced Sizes

Laundry Bag 50 X 70 cm, 48 X 66 cm , 56 X 85 cm , 51 X 60 cm

Peg Bag 30 X 34 cm , 26 X 29 + 6.5 cm , 25 X 30 cm, 32 X 34 cm

Tote Bag 33 X 38 X 18 cm , 68 X 40 X 15 cm

Shoe Organizer 122 X 15.2 X 30.5 cm , 120 X 30 X 30.5 cm

Pop up Box 20 X 20 X 20 cm

Travel Pouch 41.5 X 32 cm , 31.5 X 20.5 cm

Underbed Storage 50 X 45 X 30 cm

Cotton woven, printed, embroidered, specially processed and coated fabrics, transformed into bespoke
made-ups tailored to your preferred sizes. In addition, we can manufacture fabrics with acrylic coating, PVC
coating, anti-bacterial finish, anti-skid, and flame retardant properties to meet specific requirements.

Utility

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement



Items Generally Produced Sizes

Throws 130 X 170 cm 

Cotton Woven, printed, specially processed fabrics, are transformed into made-ups tailored and bespoke to
your preferred sizes.

Throws

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement



Items Generally Produced Sizes

Drapery panels 140 X 260 cm

Curtain Sets 115 X 150 cm

Can be made in following styles 

Rod Pockets, Tab Tops, Pencil Pleats, Back Tab, Grommets

Cotton Woven, printed, specially processed fabrics, are transformed into made-ups tailored and bespoke to
your preferred sizes.

Curtains

Items and sizes can be produced specific to requirement, in the preferred unit of measurement



WHY US?

Precise in-house processes
ensure timely production
and delivery of diverse
quantities.

Excellence defines us at Ranjini
Textiles, guiding our unwavering
commitment across all stages
of home textile production.

Dedication defines us, going
the extra mile to fulfill
commitments globally, and
reshaping business standards.

Timely
Delivery

Exquisite
Quality

Adaptive
Commitment





Ranjini Textiles, Neerkadavu, Azhikode
South, Kannur 670009, Kerala, India
Phone : +91-75 9191 9910

Email: info@ranjinitextiles.com
Website: www.ranjinitextiles.com
WhatsApp : +91-75 9191 9910

Address Email &
Whatsapp

CONNECT 
WITH US

mailto:info@ranjinitextiles.com
http://www.ranjinitextiles.com/
https://wa.me/message/OJPMRMO6SZTHG1
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